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Magic, Myths and the Legend of Hullabee IslandA new fantasy series for the whole family to

enjoy. A lie is like a single match--if not tended it can set the world ablaze.Geneva has

unraveled a terrifying truth from the Book of Secrets. She is the only one who can decode the

mythical map hidden deep in the Troian Center and save her beloved island from falling into the

hands of Ravin, the evil god who killed her parents.In order to fulfill her magical destiny she

must make a decision. Continue to run from her enemies or risk her life to face them head on?

If Ravin's dark army takes control of Hullabee Island, Geneva will lose her magic, the only

connection she has left to her parents. But the only way to stop him is to return to the

orphanage she barely escaped.Desperate to protect her friends and fulfill her destiny, Geneva

begins to weave a dangerous web of lies thinking it's the only way to protect everyone she

cares about. But she'll soon learn the price of such deception.Can Geneva save the island and

repair the damage her lies have caused or will she be forced to watch everything she's loves

burn down around her?Book #3 in the Geneva Sommers Series.The perfect read for fans of

Percy Jackson, Magnus Chase and Harry Potter.
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To all the fighters,Those who bend, but do not break.Those who cling to the light, when

surrounded by darkness.Those who pause; then find the strength to carry on.You are my

heroes.

PrologueA fire is building. It’s fueling my heart, my desires, my rage. My future is alight with

flames. Will they destroy me? Strengthen me? Perhaps they will permit me to rebuild

something better from the ashes. I am both mesmerized by their beauty and terrorized by their

power. Will they heal or wound? Will they bring rebirth or death? Flames are a fickle friend.

Tame them, or they will devour you.

1The anxious knot in my stomach was growing unbearable. Months of preparation had led us

to this moment. It seemed like a lifetime ago we’d fought our way out of the Troian Center and

found shelter with the Betos in the rainforest. Since then I’d become a new woman. Or at least I

was trying to be. I’d embraced my role as the Eva and studied the history of my people. But my

education was short lived. It seemed that my destiny would seek me out before I was ready.

Brutal attacks lead by the Ravinori, ending in utter devastation for the Betos, had forced my



decision to return to the place I had fled. I was in search of the missing Pillars and a way to

stop the dark forces from gaining power. We’d fought for every inch we gained on our voyage

back to the Troian Center, but now that we were finally here on the precipice of my destiny, I felt

stiflingly uneasy.We marched forward out of the protective tree line of the forest and into the

open field; a wall of bodies, hands clasped moving with purpose toward the Troian Center.

Even though we had the protection of Remi’s invisibility power, I still felt tense and exposed. My

heart pounded with uncertainty as a cool wind rushed past and we picked up speed. I could

barely feel the strange sensation of lightness that being invisible provided. My skin tingled, but

it felt more like nerves than magic. The last time I’d been invisible the sensation had felt much

more intense, which had me worried that maybe it wasn’t working right. The possibility that

Remi wasn’t strong enough to stretch his power over all of us made me shudder with fear. This

was more people than he’d ever tried to share his power with before.“Are you sure it’s

working?” I whispered to Remi.“Yes.”“How do you know?”“I just know. Now stop distracting me,”

he said sounding strained.Jemma squeezed my hand supportively. Holding her hand was

definitely adding to my uncomfortableness.“It’s working,” she said. “Can’t you feel it?”“Just

barely. It feels less intense this time.”“Maybe having your powers veiled has dulled the

sensation for you, but I can feel it pulsing though me. Look, the hairs on my arms are standing

up!” she said.I sighed realizing she was probably right. I was so used to having heightened

senses, but they must have been hooked to my powers because I felt desensitized ever since

Jemma veiled them. I shook away the uneasiness and instead focused on how quickly we

covered ground. The Troian Center was in full view now and I strained my eyes to cover the

rest of the ground between the approaching building and us. It looked odd to me, but I couldn’t

put my finger on what was different about it. Had we been gone so long that the only home I

remembered now looked foreign to me? Maybe it seemed darker and more foreboding? Or

maybe that was just my nerves.“Does something look off to you?” Remi asked as we

approached.“So it’s not just me?” I asked, the pit in my stomach growing.“Yeah, look at all the

trees and plants. They weren’t there before, right?” Jemma asked, seeming as unsure as I

was.“It makes it look… pretty,” Sparrow said with uncertainty in her voice.“There’s a fence too!

That’s new,” Nova said.“You’re right,” Journey said. “I can barely make it out behind all the

plants.”We slowed our advance, cautiously trying to figure out the subtle differences in the

Troian Center and the purpose of the fence that loomed up ahead. We’d always entered

through the opening in the courtyard wall. It was never fenced off. It was usually guarded

loosely by Grifts, but they were easy enough to slip past. But there didn’t seem to be any Grifts

in sight. I squinted, making the black fence come into focus. It wasn’t especially tall or

intimidating, but it’s what had given me the perception that the Troian Center had a darker

exterior. The black fence seemed to wrap around the entire complex, adding an eerie shadow

to the coquina walls. In some places the fence was hard to make out, with trees and hedges

blocking our view.“Who would put a fence around the Troian Center?” I asked.“I think we need

to get a closer look,” Journey said. “Let’s keep going.”We continued moving forward watchfully,

taking in the details of the fence. From this distance we couldn’t tell what it was made of, only

that it was shaped into evenly spaced black bars. I shivered as it conjured images of prison

cells in my mind. The fence was about eight feet high, with pointed tips that glimmered in the

remaining sunbeams that managed to filter through the clouds.“That’s strange,” Journey said. “I

can’t see a break in the fence anywhere. Shouldn’t there be a gate?”“I don’t know. But the good

news is I don’t see any Grifts,” Remi said.“Yeah, that kind of worries me,” added Nova.“Me too,”

I whispered.We were within 100 yards of the fence now. We slowed our walk to a hesitant pace

as we tried to figure out how to get inside. This had never been a problem before. The Troian



Center had been designed to keep us from getting out, not the other way around. We were in

unexplored territory, now that we were trying to find a way in. We crept within the newly

manicured lawn as we headed toward the familiar courtyard entrance. There was no solution in

sight to the fence securely positioned in front of us. We didn’t know what else to do but keep

moving forward. We passed lush vegetation and fragrant citrus trees as we approached. Bright

hibiscus blooms caught my eye. They seemed a strategic distraction for any who approached.

Tall cypress trees and dense hedges loomed around us, cutting off the view to all but the very

top spires of the black fence just ahead. The path narrowed, as if funneling us toward

something. My anxiety intensified when Jemma and Remi pushed against me as we squeezed

together to fit through an impeccably sculpted pair of hedges. Just as we passed through them

I heard Remi gasp and the world went dark.Blackness.* * *“Master, she’s here!” Kobel

exclaimed, barely able to catch his breath.He ran all the way to Malakai’s office the moment

he’d seen the words appear in the Book of Gods. He’d held his breath while he watched the ink

slowly crawl across the pages written by some unseen force. He’d even closed his eyes and

counted to twenty, praying the words would still be there when he opened them. They were. He

closed the ancient book and then opened it again, just to be sure. Kobel knew he couldn’t

disappoint his master again. The penalty would be too steep. He’d seen enough of them doled

out to know that Malakai didn’t make empty threats.As he slowly opened the delicate pages of

the prophecy revealing book, he let out a breath of relief. Sure enough, the elegant script was

still there.The one you have been waiting for has arrived. Shielded by disguise, you will have to

seek out what you covet, for it will not reveal itself plainly.“You’re sure, Kobel?” Malakai asked,

looking up at the old man from behind his desk.“Yes, Master. Look, it’s right here,” Kobel said

proffering the Book of Gods before him.A smile cracked the stern face of Malakai Vanir as he

rose to his full height.“So it begins.”

2The moment we’d passed through the hedges, Remi’s power failed and we became visible.

Instantly, we were tangled in a mess of heavy nets that toppled us to the ground. I never even

saw it coming. It was as if they fell from the sky, enfolding us in terror. Before we knew what

was happening, dozens of soldiers from Lux descended upon us, shouting and adding to the

chaos. We tumbled about as they wrenched the heavy net, pulling us in a mess of twisted

limbs and disorder. Pain seared through my body as I panicked to right myself against the

ropes. Our struggles only lasted a moment before we were yanked from under the net one by

one. I screamed and kicked against the Luxor who’d grabbed me by the back of my neck and

hoisted me from under the net. He twisted my arms behind my back to the point of blinding

pain.My eyes searched wildly for my friends. They landed on Nova. He was already out from

under the net and was being restrained by two Luxors. I cried out to him and his eyes locked

desperately with mine; stormy green meeting ice blue terror.“Nova!” I screamed.Nova struggled

against our attackers to get to me. He managed to drag them about a foot in my direction, but

he was outmatched.“Get off of her!” he screamed, disregarding the chokehold restraining

him.He was rewarded with a blow to the jaw that spattered blood onto my feet. Tears welled in

my eyes as I watched the Luxor kick him in the ribs so hard that he dropped to his knees

gasping for breath.I tried to call his name, but it came out as an incoherent croak when a rough

bag was thrown over my head, blocking my view of the terrifying scene.My mind was reeling. I

was beyond shocked to see Luxors at the Troian Center. They were specially trained soldiers

who swore a death oath to protect the city of Lux. Normally they were seen in their crisp grey

military uniforms, patrolling the city’s border. I was baffled as to why they’d be here.When the

bags were finally removed we were inside the courtyard of the Troian Center. The Luxors were



certainly living up to their brutal reputation as they gagged and bound us. One grabbed my arm

so hard that I was terrified the bone would break. He was beyond strong and I felt my feet leave

the ground as he hoisted me away from my terrified friends. He jarred my arms painfully behind

my back and tied them together. But he wasn’t done yet; he shoved me to my knees and pulled

my fists to my ankles, binding me in that uncomfortable position. I felt something cold and hard

next to my ear. It seemed to hum for a split second before the soldier grabbed me by the nape

of my neck and jerked my head to the side. The hum changed into a sickening shearing sound.

I felt pressure and stinging as the cold metal bit my scalp. I could feel soft coifs, piling up

around my bound ankles and I gasped when I realized what was happening. A single tear ran

down my cheek and into the corner of my mouth. It tasted salty and bitter. I bit my tongue to

stop myself from crying as the Luxor savagely sheared off my hair.The bag had been put over

my head again and I focused on taking small breaths, because I was losing feeling in my limbs

and I thought I was going to pass out from the pain. I could hear my friends being treated to the

same brutal handling. Their muffled yells tore at my heart, but I was helpless to save them

without my powers. Sparrow’s sad whimpers sent chills down my spine. This was much worse

than I had ever anticipated. We thought we would be dealing with the usual Grifts, and

suspected a new headmistress, but never anything like this. We were no match for Luxors. I

found myself wondering who they’d been expecting. Was it necessary to send soldiers to attack

teenagers?The commotion suddenly ceased and I held my breath and begged my ears to tell

me what was going on. Perhaps the soldiers had left us. I cursed myself for veiling my powers.

There was nothing I could do to get us out of this situation. I couldn’t even telepath to the

others. For a moment I thought of Isby coming to our rescue, but then I remembered I didn’t

trust the grumpy old bird. Plus, I had told him he was not to follow us from the forest; that I

would call him if we needed him.Another bad decision on my part, I scolded myself.I counted

the seconds of silence anxiously. Surely Nova would burn through the ropes with his powers, or

Journey would turn them to stone and bust through them. Still, I heard nothing and I was too

afraid to utter a sound.Finally, I heard the soft crunching of gravel followed by a single voice. It

cut through the silence like a hot knife through butter and my stomach churned with fear. A

twinge of recognition pricked my mind. I knew his voice. I’d heard it before.“Now what have we

here?” purred the voice, as smooth as silk. “My deepest apologies, children. I hate that you

were welcomed under such duress, but we must always be vigilant. I assure you, if I had been

made aware of your arrival it would have been a much more glorious entry to our fine

institution.”We were still kneeling in the courtyard surrounded by Luxors as his voice addressed

us. He finally gave the order to release us and our binds were untied and bags removed. I

blinked rapidly adjusting to the sudden brightness.I caught a glimpse of a tall, hooded man. I

couldn’t get a good look at him as he stalked behind us droning insincere remarks. I was

horrified to see that all of our heads had been viciously hacked at. There were haphazard

patches of hair next to raw sections of still damp blood where the blades had cut too close. The

ground was covered in an array of severed hair that swirled into tiny cyclones in the soft

breeze. Sparrow and Jemma were still shuddering with sobs. They seemed to have gotten the

worst of the scalping, making me wonder what my own hair looked like. My fingers itched to

reach for my scalp, but I stood tall, refusing to let this monster know he had gotten the best of

me. I wasn’t buying his apologetic tone at all. Anyone who brought Luxors to an orphanage

was definitely not to be trusted.He walked over to Sparrow, who was trying to stop crying, but

every time her slender fingers clutched a strand of hair that pulled free from her head, she

started sobbing all over again.“Why are you crying, child?” he asked.“Mm…my hair,” she

whispered.He pulled a thin black blade from within his robe and my breath caught in my throat.



I helplessly watched him press the cold steel up to her scalp. He held it there for a moment and

I watched her tremble. But then, as if deciding better of it, he pulled it away and walked

on.“Merely a precaution. It’ll grow back I assure you. It’s a small price to pay to ensure identity,”

he said sounding amused with himself. “We must always provide the utmost protection for our

own children.”I was so confused. I looked around and from the expressions on my friends’

faces they were just as shocked. The hooded man continued down the line and pressed his

blade to each of their freshly scalped heads.My mind was swiftly recounting his words as I

watched him. He had said ‘our own children.’ There had never been any children at the Troian

Center other than orphans. Why would a parent send their children to a place like this?“Now let

me guess,” he said interrupting my thoughts. “You six are the orphans that Headmistress

Greeley lost. We’ve been looking for you. I couldn’t be more delighted that you’ve shown up of

your own accord.” He clasped his hands together with exuberance. “You have no idea how

worried I’ve been for your safety. When I heard that you were missing, I sent my best men out

looking for you. This island isn’t a safe place to run off in alone. Quite truthfully, I’m surprised to

find you all still alive.”There was an awful honesty in the way he delivered that last sentence. It

confirmed my instant feeling of distrust in him. Who was he, anyway? His voice haunted my

mind as I tried to remember where I’d heard it before. He was circling us with his hands

clasped behind his back. He paused from time to time to inspect us. He kept shaking his head

and making displeased clucking sounds. When he stopped behind me, I felt his cold blade

press against my raw scalp and shivered. After a moment he strode in front of me, and then

brought his face so close to mine that it took everything in me not to turn away. He smelled like

spice and iron. The scent was so strong, my nostrils flared trying to breathe away the burning

odor. My eyes watered, but I met his gaze straight on, not wanting to give this man an inch. My

heart faltered when I saw the face that hid in the shadows of his hood. I recognized him

instantly. I felt my knees knock together, but I was determined not to show my fear.“Ah, and you

must be Geneva, I presume.”So, he knew my real name. I could feel the eyes of the whole

group upon me. I did my best to hide my surprise and keep my tone casual.“I make it a habit

not to talk to strangers,” I smartly retorted even though I knew exactly who he was.“Ah!” He

rolled his head back in thunderous laughter, letting his hood fall to reveal his long, dark hair

pulled back from his perfectly groomed face. “Right, you are! Where are my manners? Let me

introduce myself. I am Malakai Vanir, the new Headmaster of the Troian Academy.”There was a

rush of anxious murmurs among my friends as they realized that the suspected head of the

Ravinori was confronting us.Malakai smirked at us coyly, studying our subtle reactions.“I’m

very glad you’ve come back. As I said, I learned of your escape under the past headmistress,

and I don’t know what might have transpired to cause you to flee this fine institution, but that’s

neither here nor there. The important thing is that you’re back and you’re safe. I think you’ll find

that I run this institution much differently than Headmistress Greeley. I hope you will appreciate

my goals to improve the quality of life at the Troian Academy and to turn it into an elite

educational conservatory that you will be proud to attend.”“Funny way of showing it,” Journey

mumbled.He was so fast I didn’t even see him move, but a Luxor was on top of Journey the

moment the words crossed his lips. He had him on his knees and was crushing his throat.“Tisk,

tisk. Thank you, soldier; that’ll do.” Malakai called the lethal Luxor off of Journey, who collapsed

clutching his already bruising neck.“Ah,” Malakai sighed dramatically. “Again, I find myself

apologizing to you. I should have told you that I must be addressed as Headmaster or Sir, and

that backtalk is not tolerated here at the Troian Academy. We are grooming proper, well-

rounded, young adults and no other behavior is acceptable. Anyway, it’s not your fault. Once

you go through orientation you’ll know all the rules you must adhere to. But first things first,” he



said with a grin. “Escort them to the infirmary to have them cared for.”
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Peter Sharapov, “My new favriote book. WHY DID THIS BOOK END I WANT TO KNOW WHAT

HAPPEND NEXT. Why did it end. I want to thank the person who wrote this book for an

amazing time”

jodie cook, “Geneva Sommers and the Myth of Lies Review. Book ReviewTitle: Geneva

Sommers and the Myth of LiesAuthor: C J BenjaminGenre: YA/Fantasy/RomanceRating:

****Review: After reading the first two books in this series and loving them returning to this

world was very exciting for me. We re-join Geneva and her group of gifted children as they

head back to the Troian Center, but Geneva’s powers have been halved and given to her sister

Jenna and there is an uncomfortable vibe within the group, especially between Geneva and

Nova. As the arrive back they see the Troian Center has changed drastically and they

unknowingly are waking straight into a trap set by Malakai Vanir to capture the Eva.Returning

to the Center means they are now imprisoned again and with her powers veiled there is

nothing Geneva can do. Now under Malakai’s "care" I have a feeling the journey out this time

will be much harder than before. Not long after arriving Geneva meets Sadie the sister of Mala

who used to sneak food to the orphans when they were being punished who she believes is

one of the pillars along with Nova and Jovi, but something about the Center is blocking their

gifts. Geneva is the first to realise that despite how good life may seem now Malakai is a cruel

man and doesn't really want to help the orphans. However, she does seem to get along with

Malakai’s son; Kai who doesn't seem anything like his father.Geneva is trying to get close to

Kai to learn more about his father, but she feels that she already knows him making me think

that he might be the last pillar. However, the one power Gems needed to veil hasn't gone away

and now Malakai and Kobel know what she is, and I have a feeling there may be multiple

showdowns at the end of this book, especially since the rivalry between Nova and Remi is

reaching breaking point. It seems that Jemma and Nova are having no trouble fitting back in,

but Geneva has always been an outcast and seems to be getting closer to Kai. As tensions rise

between the group as they are trapped and Jemma trying to get close to Nova isn't helping.
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Nova is under the impression Kai is a spy which he technically is but isn't fully aware of who

Geneva is and why his father has an interest in her, but Geneva doesn't see him as a threat

especially when he risks his own safety to help her find Mala and protect her from the

guards.Utterly by accident Geneva ends up injured thanks to Jemma and in the infirmary,

where she comes across Sadie again. Sadie points out a strange item on her chart and

Geneva instantly knows that Malakai knows what she is, and they need to get out. She tells

Sadie what she is and that she is a pillar and Sadie helps in exchange for Geneva helping her

get to Mala if they manage to escape.As Geneva tries to find a way-out Malakai seems to be

one step ahead of her. When Geneva turns to Sadie for a remedy that will enhance her visions

her enemies use it as an opportunity to confirm she is the Eva, and give her a potion that will

unveil her powers putting them all at risk, but she seems to have Kai on her side. They also find

the last pillars one in Sadie and surprisingly Kai finds the final pillar, a man named Terran Clay,

but it will be more difficult to get him on their side as he is a Luxor, one of the very people

helping Malakai. Malakai also seems to be blinded as he plans on using his own son as a

vessel for Ravin, but it won't work if the person has abilities inherited from the Beto which Kai

does. As the Ravinori step up their preparations time isn't on their side especially with Sparrow

going to be "adopted" in less than two weeks.There seems to be a lots of cloak and dagger

stuff going on, especially when the traitor is discussed and I can't tell yet if it is Kai who still has

some allegiance to his father, or Jemma who has always been jealous of Geneva, my money

personally is on Jemma. When the Ravinori basically put Geneva in a coma until her powers

are released it is up to the others to save her and escape before they can test her in two days’

time. It is Nova and Kai who come up with a plan, they get into a fight which lands Kai in the

infirmary asking with Sadie to look for Geneva while Nova gets sent to the locker where he

meets Clay and gets him on their side. While we don't see this scene, we do learn that Clay is

helping them get messages outside the Academy as he is an animyth, meaning he can

communicate with animals. Stuck in her coma Geneva is able to communicate with her mother

who tells her Jemma is the only one who can help her, but Geneva needs to guide her as

Jemma has a twin soul. This means her soul is spoilt equally between light and darkness

making her susceptible to manipulation unless there is someone like Geneva with a light soul

to guide her.When the others finally manage to release Geneva from her coma, they seem to

have much bigger problems. The Ravinori are preparing for their ceremony which means

Geneva and the others need to leave as soon as possible but the Beto people can't get to them

for another two weeks, so I have no idea what they are planning to do. By the time things start

heading up and the gang have their escape plan ready using the dance as a diversion, I was

sick to death of Jemma’s mood swings. One minute she is being the perfect sister and the next

she is downright evil and not to be cruel, but I hope she dies soon. Despite all this I have a

feeling that Jemma is going to betray the gang by telling Malakai of the escape plan and I can't

wait to see what happens considering there are still two more books in this series.With less

than 100 pages left in the novel we learn that an informant did tell Malakai of the escape plan,

but we don't know who it is. When the dance finally comes around all hell breaks loose with the

Luxor’s and the gang make a break for it. When it comes to light someone has betrayed them

Geneva is sure it's Jemma, as she vanished at the first sight of trouble and in order for the

others to escape, Geneva and subsequently Nova have handed themselves over to Malakai.

The ending of Geneva Sommers and the Myth of Lies was brilliant and left a huge cliff-hanger

for the next installment of the series and I can't wait to see what happens next.”

Doug Williamson, “If the truth can set you free.... Lies come at a price, so it better be worth the



payment...This is book three in the series and, while it can be read as a standalone, I

recommend reading them in order so that you understand how we got to where we are.The

story and the world continues to evolve, with new challenges to overcome and new discoveries

to be made. The story is well written, easy to read and very addictive. Be prepared to be

distracted until you can finish. As before I am looking forward to the next book.Highly

recommended.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout for review purposes.”

Book Lady Teri, “Geneva. Geneva Sommers and the Myth of Lies by CJ Benjamin is the third

book in the series of five. Geneva Sommers and the Quest for Truth (Book #1)Geneva

Sommers and the Secret Legend (Book #2)Geneva Sommers and the Myth of Lies (Book

#3)Geneva Sommers and the Magic Destiny (Book #4)Geneva Sommers and the First

Fairytales (Book #5)If this book is this good (and it is), you need to read them all!I received a

free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

The book by C.J. Benjamin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 5 people have provided feedback.
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